Abstract. Optimization of lightweight sandwich panels has been intensively studied, but optimization in terms of the acoustic objective is still a hot topic, and the influence on optimization results caused by sandwich panel geometric constraints is also rarely investigated. In this study, the optimization on lightweight sandwich panel designs is investigated by maximizing the sound insulation performance and minimizing the panel mass simultaneously. Firstly, the acoustic model of sandwich panels is discussed, which provides basic formulas to model the acoustic objective function. Secondly, the optimization problem is formulated as a bi-objective programming model, and a solution algorithm based on the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) is provided. Finally, the numerical experiments are carried out to verify the effectiveness of the proposed model and solution algorithm. Numerical results demonstrate the tradeoff between two objectives, the panel transmission loss corresponding to the three typical points in the Pareto front, and how the geometric constraints impact the optimization results for lightweight sandwich panels.
Introduction
Because of the advantage of high stiffness to mass ratio lightweight sandwich panels have been widely used in aerospace and automobile industries. However, due to the light weight, sandwich panels are easy to transmit and radiate noise, which gives rise to a serious vibro-acoustic problem in practical applications [1, 2] . To solve this problem, more and more researchers and practitioners are focusing on the acoustic performance optimization of lightweight sandwich panels.
For lightweight sandwich panels, acoustic performance optimization usually needs to consider the total panel mass and mechanical properties. The total panel mass, mechanical properties, and the sound insulation performance are essential criteria to measure the design of lightweight sandwich panels [3] . These design criteria are usually conflicting in real-world engineering applications and need to be balanced according to the practical considerations. Pioneering works in this field include single-objective optimization and multi-objective optimization. Among them the sound insulation performance of sandwich panels was treated as either the optimization objective or the constraint.
The acoustic objective optimization for lightweight sandwich panels has been investigated in a few literatures. In the reported studies sound insulation performance was usually evaluated by sound transmission loss (TL). Makris et al. addressed the comparison of different optimization techniques to find the optimum TL of sandwich panels [4] , and then carried out the multi-objective optimization of sandwich panels considering four optimization objectives, namely TL, cost, panel end-loading, and mid-span deflection [3] . Lang and Dym [5] took the averaged TL over the frequency range 1000-4000 Hz as the objective function and carried out the acoustic performance optimization of sandwich panels. Thamburaj and Sun [6] considered the optimization problem on sound insulation performance of anisotropic sandwich beams. Zhou et al. [2] presented a bi-objective optimization model regarding double-walled panel by taking account of minimizing the weight and maximizing the acoustic transmission loss, and then illustrated the tradeoff between the two objectives via Pareto curve. Cameron et al. [7] proposed an optimal design model with respect to the multi-functional load bearing vehicle body panel and explored the compromising solutions between the structural and acoustic performance. Leite et al. [8] developed a multi-objective optimization model to optimize a classical sandwich panel with foam core, with the objectives of mass, flexural stiffness, and acoustic insulation performance, and then adopted genetic algorithm to obtain the Pareto optimal solutions.
On the other hand, sound insulation performance in previous literatures is also treated as a constraint in the optimization model of sandwich panels. Wennhage [9] [10] [11] investigated the minimum mass problem of sandwich panels by taking account of the acoustic and structural constraints. Wang [12] performed an optimization study on sandwich panels by considering the balance of acoustic and mechanical properties at the minimum weight. In the work conducted by Guerich et al. [13] , TL of the sandwich panel was regarded as a constraint and the panel mass was adopted as the optimization objective.
Generally, in recent years multi-objective optimization of sandwich panels has gained more and more attentions, and the acoustic objective is still a challenge to be optimized because of the extremely complicated objective function [13] . Therefore, in the reported studies the sound insulation requirements for sandwich panels were usually treated as a constraint or a single objective so as to reduce the computational complexity. Although a few works have incorporated the acoustic objective into the multi-objective optimization model, the numerical exhibition on the complete distribution of Pareto optimal solutions is still an intractable issue [2, 14] . Moreover, the influence of geometric constraints on the optimization results of sandwich panels is also rarely investigated in the reported studies.
The motivations and contributions in this study contain three aspects. The primary purpose is to maximize the sound insulation performance of lightweight sandwich panels, and in the meantime, to minimize the total panel mass. The second goal is to unveil the complete distribution of Pareto optimal solutions between the sound insulation performance and the panel mass through introducing the solution algorithm based on the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II). The last aim of this study is to shed new light on intriguing studies that reveal how geometric constraints affect the optimization results of sandwich panels in real-world engineering designs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the theoretical formulation of the present study is given, which consists of the acoustic model of sandwich panels, the biobjective optimization model and the solution algorithm NSGA-II. In Section 3, the numerical experiments are demonstrated and the numerical results are analyzed. Finally, the concluding remarks and the highlighting direction for future work are provided in Section 4.
Theoretical formulation

Acoustic model of sandwich panels
In this part the acoustic model of sandwich panels is introduced, so as to provide a quantified measurement on sound insulation performance which used in the sandwich panel optimization model in subsection 2.2.1. TL is a critical criterion to measure the sound insulation performance of panels and it is usually affected by the sound wave frequency, the panel thickness and materials. On one hand, these factors make the acoustic analysis of sandwich panels more challenging. On the other hand, they also offer additional possibilities to tailor the acoustic properties in actual applications. This study formulates the acoustic model of sandwich panels based on the pioneering works in [15] and [16] .
A typical structure of the sandwich panel is demonstrated in Fig. 1 . In the figure, and denote the coordinates along the panel length and the panel thickness, respectively. and represent the displacements in the and directions, respectively. , and represent the material mass density, Young's modulus, and the component thickness, respectively. The subscripts 1, 2 and denote the face sheet 1, face sheet 2, and the sandwich core, respectively. Moreover, all sound waves in the figure are assumed to be plane waves. Let a pressure wave be incident on face sheet 1 at an angle . The acoustic load on face sheet 1 is composed of incident pressure , reflected pressure , and radiated pressure caused by the motion of face sheet 1. However, the acoustic load on face sheet 2 is only subject to radiated pressure , i.e., transmitted sound pressure . The panel impedance is usually defined as the ratio between the pressure acting on the surface of panel and the vertical velocity of this surface [17] . Thus, the symmetric and anti-symmetric impedances of a sandwich panel can be expressed in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2):
where , and , represent the vertical velocities and displacements of the panel symmetric and anti-symmetric motions, respectively; is the imaginary unit; is the circular frequency of sound waves.
According to the definition of sound transmission coefficient, the symmetric sandwich panel with identical face sheets can be evaluated by Eq. (3) [16] :
in which, = / cos = / cos , where , and denote the acoustic impedance of air, the air mass density and the sound speed in air, respectively; is the azimuthal angle.
In the case of a diffuse sound field, the incident angles are usually assumed to be uniformly distributed over a range [0, ], where is an empirical upper bound of the incident angle and is usually set as 78°. Then, the average of the sound transmission coefficient ̂ over all possible angles of incidence is obtained by integrating over the range of incident angle [18] :
The integration in Eq. (4) is carried out numerically by using the Simpson's rule. According to [19] , the random incidence TL is obtained by Eq. (5):
Obviously, is frequency-dependent and its computation is very complicated. Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) provide basic formulas to model the acoustic objective function discussed in subsection 2.2.1.
Optimization model formulation
In this part, a bi-objective optimization model of lightweight sandwich panel is proposed, with the objective of maximizing the sound insulation performance and minimizing panel total mass. The face sheet thickness and the core thickness are chosen as the decision variables.
Objective function
Acoustic objective
The acoustic performance is an important criterion to measure the design of lightweight sandwich panels in practice. As pointed out by Makris et al. [4] , there are mainly two kinds of quantitative approaches to evaluate the panel acoustic performance in the optimization literature, i.e., maximizing the weighted transmission loss average (TLA) of a sandwich panel over a frequency range, and keeping the sound transmission coefficient ̂ values at a collection of frequencies under the sound transmission class (STC) curves. In this study, maximizing the weighted TLA of a sandwich panel over the frequency range 1000-4000 Hz is adopted to formulate the acoustic objective so as to reduce the computational complexity. Specifically, the weighted transmission loss average (TLA) in seven discrete frequency points within the range 1000-4000 Hz is used as the measurement to quantify the panel acoustic performance. The weighting scale used here is actually the A-weighting scale for this frequency range, which is shown in Table 1 . According to STC, the following seven discrete frequencies are considered: 1000, 1250, 1600, 2000, 2500, 3150, and 4000 Hz [4] . The weighted average of the sound transmission coefficient ̂ can be written as Eq. (6):
where represents a normalized weight assigned to seven different points of frequency, as given in Table 1 .
According to Eq. (5) and Eq. (6), the weighted TLA can be expressed as Eq. (7):
For the sake of standardization, the acoustic objective function is defined as the inverse of TLA given in Eq. (7) and be written as Eq. (8):
It is obvious that the higher the value of TLA, the better the sound insulation performance of panels. Therefore, should be minimized so as to improve the sound insulation performance of lightweight sandwich panels.
Mass objective
For lightweight sandwich panels, minimizing the total panel mass per unit area is chosen as the mass objective. Since symmetric sandwich panels exhibit higher TL than asymmetric ones at the equivalent mass [20] , only symmetric sandwich panels are considered in this paper.
The properties of symmetric sandwich panels are = = , = = and = = , where , and denote the material density, thickness and Young's modulus of the face sheet, respectively. Then the mass objective function of sandwich panel can be written as Eq. (9):
It is obvious that should be minimized so as to reduce the total sandwich panel mass.
Constraints
In the present study, the constraints mainly include the geometric constraints and the mechanical constraint. Geometric constraints of sandwich panels focus on the thickness constraints of the face sheet and the sandwich core, which can be given by Eq. (10):
where, and denote the lower and upper bound of the face sheet thickness, respectively; and denote the lower and upper bound of the core thickness, respectively. A simple mechanical constraint is adopted herein by considering the maximal deflection of a simply-supported 1 m×1 m square sandwich panel under 1 N force at the center of the panel [12] . According to [21] , the deflection at the center of the sandwich panel can be expressed as:
where denotes the force at the center of the sandwich panel, and respectively denote the width and length of the sandwich panel, represents the Young's modulus of the face sheets, represents the shear modulus of the core, and are respectively the thickness of the face sheet and the core, and = ( + ). Therefore, the mechanical constraint can be given by Eq. (12):
in which, is the upper bound of the deflection at the center of the sandwich panel and its value can be chosen for different applications. In summary, the bi-objective optimization model of lightweight sandwich panel discussed in this study can be stated as Eq. (13) 
Complexity analysis
According to Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), the formulation of TL is a non-convex function [22] , which makes the TLA function in Eq. (7) non-convex. Therefore, the formulated in Eq. (8) is naturally a non-convex function. In addition, according to the formulation in Eq. (9), is a linear function. Besides, the geometric constraints in Eq. (11) are linear, and the mechanical constraint in Eq. (12) is non-convex [22] . Therefore, the proposed model Eq. (13) is a non-convex bi-objective programming.
The non-convex property of model Eq. (13) makes the traditional optimization approaches failed to find the global optimal solution [23] . In practical industrial applications, there are plenty of non-convex optimization problem. For these complicated problems, to find a feasible solution in a short time is more important than to find a global solution in a long computational time. Fortunately, the evolutional algorithm provides a very useful solution methodology to find a feasible and satisfactory solution [24] .
Solution algorithm
The NSGA-II solution procedures for the proposed optimization model in Eq. (13) are demonstrated in this part. As an improved version of NSGA, NSGA-II links the elitism mechanism into NSGA and has a better sorting performance in solving the complicated multi-objective optimization problems [25] . NSGA-II proposes a new selection technique, called crowded tournament selection, where selection is done based on crowding distance (representing the neighborhood density of a solution). To implement elitism, the parent and child population are combined and the non-dominated individuals from the combined population are propagated to the next generation. Due to these advantages, NSGA-II has been widely adopted to assist the optimal design in many engineering areas [26, 27] . The following are main implementation procedures of NSGA-II to solve the proposed model in the study:
Step 1: Initialize the population size , the generation number , the crossover probability and the mutation probability.
Step 2: Generate an initial population denoted as with size randomly, in terms of the problem constraints Eq. (10) and Eq. (12).
Step 3: Evaluate each solution in the population by computing the values of objective functions and .
Step 4: Rank the solutions in the current population using non-dominated sorting and compute the crowding distance.
Step 5: Perform selection using the binary tournament selection operator and select the parents denoted as with size /2 from the current population .
Step 6: Perform crossover and mutation (as in conventional genetic algorithm) to generate the offspring population denoted as from parents .
Step 7: Combine the current population and the current offsprings , i.e., ∪ .
Step 8: Replace the current population by the top individuals of the combined population.
Step 9: Check the termination condition. If the generation number has not been reached, the procedure would go to Step 5. Otherwise, the execution of the algorithm would end and the non-dominated solutions at the last generation would be obtained.
Numerical experiments
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed bi-objective optimization model and the solution algorithm, numerical experiments of a lightweight sandwich panel are carried out in this section. The effects of geometric constraints on the optimization results are also investigated.
Experimental settings
In this study, aluminum is adopted as the face Considering the heavy computation caused by the complicated acoustic objective, the numerical experiments are performed in an appropriate problem size by setting the population size as 150 in all cases. Moreover, the sequential graphs in Fig. 2 illustrate the evolution of the objective function values at different generations, and the algorithm progresses from the random designs in generation 1 to a fairly well defined front of non-dominated designs in generation 30. In the figure, there appears to be only a slight improvement in the performance from generation 20 to generation 30. Therefore, the iteration is set as 30 generations in this paper. 
Results and discussions
Bi-objective Pareto front
This part demonstrates the Pareto optimal designs of the lightweight sandwich panel. For the numerical case in this subsection, the lower and upper bounds of face sheet thickness and core thickness are set as = 0.25 mm, = 2 mm, = 5 mm, = 50 mm, respectively. Fig. 3 depicts the Pareto front of the lightweight sandwich panel. The horizontal and vertical axes represent the acoustic objective and mass objective, respectively. Note that the acoustic objective is the inverse of TLA, therefore the smaller the value on the horizontal axis, the better the sound insulation performance. From the figure it can be seen that a large number of Pareto optimal designs are generated and uniformly distributed with respect to the horizontal and vertical axes, which not only clearly illustrates the compromising solutions between two optimization objectives, but also verifies the effectiveness of the solution algorithm NSGA-II given in subsection 2.3. The two terminal points in the Pareto front represent the single-objective optimum solution for each axis separately. Point corresponds to the result of single acoustic objective optimization, which means the sandwich panel has the best sound insulation performance but the maximum total panel mass. Point corresponds to the result of single mass objective optimization and it means the sandwich panel has the minimum total panel mass but the worst sound insulation performance. According to [28] , in the Pareto front, the middle part is the best interval to look for the optimum design points, and the break point usually contains interesting results comparing to other points. Therefore, point can be treated as the optimum design point, which implies the sound insulation performance and the total panel mass obtain the best compromising solutions. Fig. 4 shows the TL curves of the sandwich panel corresponding to the three typical points in Fig. 3 . It can be seen from the figure that the lightweight sandwich panel has high coincident frequency, which means the sound insulation achieves better performance at low frequency. Compared with point , the TL curve in point becomes lower, however, the coincident frequency is enhanced, which indicates the frequency range of sound insulation is enlarged. 
Effects of face sheet thickness bounds
The effects of face sheet thickness bounds on the optimization results of the sandwich panel are demonstrated in this part. For all numerical cases in this subsection, the bound of sandwich core thickness is set as [5, 50] mm.
In the two numerical cases, the upper bound of face sheet thickness is set as 2 mm, while the values of are different, i.e., = 0.25 mm and = 1 mm. Fig. 5 shows the effects of the face sheet thickness lower bound on the normalized optimal acoustic and mass objectives. In Fig. 5 , the horizontal axis represents the optimized face sheet thickness and the vertical axis represents the normalized values of the acoustic objective TLA and the mass objective. From the figure we can see that the normalized TLA increases with nonlinearly, and the normalized panel mass increases with linearly. The lower bound of face sheet thickness has significantly effects on the optimization results. In addition, the larger the lower bound of face sheet thickness, the smaller the distance between the normalized TLA curve and mass curve, which means the two conflicting objectives could not achieve the best compromising solutions. In contrast, the smaller face sheet thickness lower bound could achieve the best trade-off between the TLA and the total panel mass. Therefore, in practical engineering design of lightweight sandwich panels, the smaller face sheet thickness lower bound can yield the better and more economical design scheme. Furthermore, the lower bound of face sheet thickness is set as 0.25 mm, while the upper bound of face sheet thickness is set as 2 mm and 6 mm, respectively. Fig. 6 depicts the effects of face sheet thickness upper bound on the normalized optimization results. It can be seen that the upper bound of face sheet thickness has obvious influence on the optimization results. The larger can make the conflicting objectives better compromised, however, the jumping phenomenon appears in the curves. Due to the mechanical constraint, the two optimization objectives could not achieve compromising solutions in some parts of face sheet thickness. That is to say, in real-world engineering design, can adopt a relative larger value so as to obtain the better trade-off solutions, but it does not mean could be as large as possible.
Effects of core thickness bounds
In this part, the effects of sandwich core thickness bounds on the optimization results of the sandwich panel are demonstrated. For all numerical cases in this subsection, the bound of face sheet thickness is set as [0.25, 2] mm. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the effects of core thickness upper bound on the optimization results. The lower bound of core thickness is set as 5 mm, and the upper bound of core thickness is set as 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, 30 mm and 50 mm, respectively. When the upper bound of core thickness is not too large, it has significant impact on the Pareto fronts (see Fig. 7(a) ), and the normalized mass and TLA (see Fig. 7(b) ). As we know, a perfect Pareto front usually has a distinct knee, and the solutions close to the knee can offer a good balance between the two objectives. It can be seen in Fig. 7(a) , the Pareto front at the case of = 20 mm exhibits a distinct knee in the objective space, while the other two cases have not the knee. That is to say, if the equals to a smaller value, the two objectives might not achieve the compromising solutions, which implies the design scheme may be improper or not particularly economical. From Fig. 7(b) it also can be seen that when is set as a small value, such as = 10 mm, the optimized face sheet thickness could not choose the value from due to the mechanical constraint. That is to say, the small shortens the distance between the normalized TLA curve and mass curve, and could not make the acoustic performance design and the lightweight design of sandwich panel best compromised. Fig.8 shows that when the upper bound of core thickness becomes larger, it will yield little effect on the optimization results. Therefore, setting as a relatively large value can make the design scheme of sandwich panels more optimal.
Let the upper bound of core thickness be 50 mm, and the lower bound of core thickness is 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm and 20 mm, respectively. Fig. 9 shows the effects of core thickness lower bound on the normalized optimal mass and TLA. From Fig. 9 (a) it can be observed that when the lower bound of core thickness is smaller, seems to have little impact on the optimization results. When becomes larger, such as = 15 mm or = 20 mm, poses a certain impact on the normalized mass and TLA in the range where equals to small values, as shown in Fig. 9(b) . In general, the effects of core thickness lower bound on the optimization results are not much obvious. However, if approaches to small values as much as possible the design scheme could be more optimal. 
Conclusions
A bi-objective optimal design problem of lightweight sandwich panels is investigated in this paper, which simultaneously maximizes the sound insulation performance and minimizes the total panel mass. To formulate the acoustic objective function, the acoustic model of the sandwich panel is discussed at first. Then a bi-objective optimization model subject to geometric and mechanical constraints is established, and the solution algorithm NSGA-II is finally proposed. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed optimization model and solution algorithm, and investigate the effects of geometric constraints on the optimization results, a number of numerical experiments are carried out. The obtained Pareto optimal designs are uniformly distributed and discussed from the viewpoint of engineering design. The numerical results show that the upper and lower bounds of face sheet thickness have significant impact on the optimization results of sandwich panels. When the upper bound of core thickness is not too large, it also has obvious effects on the optimal solutions. The lower bound of core thickness poses a certain impact on the optimal solutions only in the range where the face sheet thickness equals to small values. This study can provide a guidance for practitioners to optimize the design of acoustic performance for lightweight sandwich panels.
There are several areas that future work can focus on. A possible extension to this work is to further consider the objective of sandwich panel material cost and carry out the study on three-objective optimization. Another future work can focus on combining physical experiments with numerical simulation analysis together in the field of sandwich panel optimal design.
